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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years several methodologies have been developed to assist in the software development
process at the requirements-to-design engineering phase. The objective of many of these approaches
is to assist the designer in deriving, from a given set of requirements, a modular framework for the
system which can be associated with qualities such as adaptability to changes in requirements,
testability, maintainability, interface correctness, etc. Further, in many cases these approaches are
complemented by a language designed to support the basic concept of the technique. Systems such
as PSL/PSA, SREM, SSL and strategies attributed to Dijkstra, Mills, Parnas, Jackson, and Myers fall
into this class and are currently receiving much attention by the software engineering community.
This attention can be attributed in part to the growing recognition that rigor at the requirements
and design phases tends to minimize the costly "error days" associated with software. It also allows
for manageability of evolving requirements and addresses the true life cycle costs of systems. This
attention, however, has yet to lead to guidelines for an intelligent selection from this wave of
methodologies. With some minor exceptions, the lack of quantitative and careful qualitative evalua-
tion of benefits and costs associated with "front end" development strategies is notable.
In this paper, several analytic techniques are discussed as they might be applied to software design.
Such techniques show promise on two fronts: the ability to quantitatively measure various aspects
(viz. qualities) of a given design statement; and, by using quality indexes for several designs produced
under different auspices, to yield a comparative assessment of individual strategies, techniques, or
personnel. The rationale behind the comparision idea is the fact that the common denominator of
all design strategies, at any level, is their treatment of the structural characteristics of problems, i.e.,
the systematic decomposition of the original problem into a logically organized set of subproblems
which contribute to the ultimate objective. The assumption is made that attributes of design
quality are sufficiently manifested in the structural characteristics of the design so that they can be
measured by a static analysis. (Similar to measures of complexity for code.) Further, we believe an
appropriate scheme for static analysis of structure may be completely adequate for comparing dif-
ferent strategies, and can also provide a general tool for the development of superior quality
software.
The application of analytics in this paper is not dependent on either a specific methodology or the
level of development to which it applies. Since any methodology has a "product" in which its in-
fluence is contained, we simply consider associating a measure with that product and hence provide
for evaluation of different methodologies or design strategies.
II. METHODOLOGY REVIEW . .. - -
A. Background
Many attempts have been made at defining the crucial aspects of software development, both
in terms of the finished product, viz. the design, and the activity itself, the design process. By
looking at finished designs, one hopes to be able to generalize the characteristics that differ-
entiate the better products. The problem then is determining how to effect the desirable result —
the good design — within the design process. Lacking a methodology which assures a quality design,
about all one is left with is an iteration and assessment cycle on designing and its end result until
a satisfactory development is achieved.
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A methodology for design is generally applicable to a particular phase of the total design
process. As we learn more and more about software phenomena, methodology principles are dis-
covered which can be applied earlier and earlier in the design activity. (Compare for example the
precepts of structured programming from a few years ago, to Dijkstra's levels of abstraction,
hierarchical systems and families, and the "top-down" approach.) Hence we now have methodo-
logies for requirements analysis, functional analysis, and system structuring as well as detailed de-
sign and programming. However, as we shall discuss in the next section, the study of these is depen-
dent on the manner in which they are expressed. In the short methodology review which follows,
the use of design languages should be envisioned in which the design concepts can be expressed.
B. Jackson — Data Structure Orientation
The Jackson approach (7) to software design considers the input data structure as the driving
force to program design. The program is viewed as the means by which input data are transformed
to output data. By paralleling the structure of the input and output data, the analyst can presum-
ably be assured of a quality design, at least if "quality" data structures exist a priori. This approach
implicitly relies on the rationality of the data structures used and acknowledges a restriction to
sequential files and applications which do not require a DBMS.
C. Myers and Constantine — Composite Design
Although this approach (10, 20, 23) deals more with programming principles than overall soft-
ware development, the ideas can readily be generalized. In considering the design of modules,
Myers differentiates the attribute of structure from those of function (purpose) and performance
(behavior):
"Structure is a description of the construction of a program, in such terms
as coding structure, module structure, task (parallel-process) structure, memory
layout, and module interfaces."
The composite design approach combines the structure aspects of modules, data, tasks, and their
interfaces.
The methodology influences the development of programs in that it directs an iterative de-
composition of structural components, called composite analysis, using defined principles of
strength and coupling. Designing affects the organization of modules and module elements which
produces the amount of "related-ness" among elements. The degree to which elements in the
same module are related is called strength, and the methodology calls for maximizing this factor.
Relationships between elements in different modules measure coupling, and are to be minimized.
For any given program design, the degree to which these principles are* adhered to can be mea-
sured as program stability in terms of a probability value on the impact of changes.
D. Parnas — Information Hiding
On a more abstract level, David Parnas (12) has presented a way of designing software to pro-
duce a system structure which is more stable in the sense of being adaptable and flexible when it
comes to localizing the effects of a change. The Parnas methodology is based on the concept of
"information hiding". The design decomposition criteria concentrates on the decisions which
must be addressed in the software development process. The decomposition method entails the
maximal containment of information by each module so that its interface and definition reveals
as little as possible about its inner workings. Modules, i.e., software systems, developed in this
manner will have a decomposition structure much less mechanically arrived at.
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With this approach, modules that are components of the same system know only what is
necessary about one another, no more and no less. An important aspect here is the emphasis on
the hierarchical organization of a system and the levels of abstraction which alone helps to mini-
mize module dependencies and complexities. By ordering levels from the most primitive to the
most abstract, each level appears as a virtual machine for the level above it. This in itself restricts
the information a module on one level needs about the operation of modules on lower levels.
Ill THE ANALYSIS STRATEGY
A. Approach
The study of design strategies is dependent on two important factors. One is that some
"tangible" or machine readable representation of a problem must be available which lends itself
to use computer aids in studying strategies. The second is that a "canonical form" of structural
representation can be derived upon which certain assessment metrics can be based. These two fac-
tors are generally realized by high level design languages and (tree) graphs. Most analytic tech-
niques rely on the ability to transform any methodology "product" to an equivalent graph struc-
ture of nodes and links representing design elements and element relationships. This is especially
true when considering aspects of structure and structural decomposition. However, there are less
complex forms of analysis which can be derived directly from the syntactic constructs provided
by a formal expression medium.
In Figure 1, a model for studying design strategies is presented. It basically summarizes
the concepts and relationships involved and can be used as a focal point for the discussion which
follows. The process described in Figure 1 reflects the assignment of a measurement characteristic
as a goal for a selected problem statement or expression. The center of the figure identifies the
analytic techniques which can be used — applied to a given expression to measure a specific char-
acteristic. The bottom of the figure illustrates this for the older source code analysis technology.
The majority of the techniques listed are based on the notion of structural decomposition. The
decomposition problem considers the partitioning of a set, in which "interdependencies" among
elements have been defined, into a collection of subsets (clusters) characterized by:
1. Strong interdependencies among elements with a cluster.
2. Weak interdependencies between elements in different clusters.
The decomposition problem is readily handled by using a tree graph model of the set which son-
siders interdependencies as node links (edges) and connected sub-trees for the partioning. The
characterization then appears as a strength and coupling measure on the clusters.
B. Expression
The expression of a given problem can take many "forms", depending on the vehicle
used to state it. In traditional software developments this has simply been natural language. How-
ever, it is the recent availability of specialized tools — the specification and design languages and
methodologies — which allows formalized approaches to expression. This in turn is what has
provided us with machine processible data representing some design level. It is the formalization
provided by syntactically structured and unambiguous methods and vocabularies which provides
this "data base".
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Several language forms are listed in Figure 1. Each has its peculiarities as to the design level
it best expresses. For example, English is better for conceptualization, mathematics for algo-
rithmic specifications, and Higher Order Languages for detailed design representation. The PSL/
PSA scheme was originally intended as a documentation tool but continuing developments are
making it widely applicable to many design levels. At Martin Marietta/Denver, we are developing
a specialized requirements language (MEDL/R) to fill what we feel is a void for that level.
C. Analytic Techniques
1. The Andreu Approach — In (2), Andreu describes how the graph decomposition problem
can be approached with both classical and hueristic cluster analysis techniques. Algo-
rithmic schemes are based on a matrix of coefficients which be an array of adjacencies,
minimum-path distances, or similarities; each provides a distance function representation
of how a node is related to all the other nodes in a graph. Algorithmic methods are then
described which use these metrics for the decomposition criterion in producing different
structural clusterings of graph nodes.
The basic hueristic algorithm defines the "nearest-neighbor" set of nodes for each com-
ponent of the graph. A distance count d{. identifies the number of links between any two
nodes. The distance metric used is what determines the meaning of "nearest". Hence for each
node i, a neighborhood set is defined:
Ni =
Clusters are produced by considering the subsets for which IN} I is greater than some thres-
hold parameter k. The heuristic assumption is that the code notes nf of these k neighbor-
hoods form "kernels" of importance over the entire graph. By forming successive intersections
of neighborhoods and considering kernal clusters as nodes, the process becomes iterative.
Inter-cluster linkages are determined, leaf nodes and "unimportant" clusters get merged (set
union) and a decomposition is formed. A strength and coupling measure is used to evaluate
a particular decomposition; strength is increased by node counts and linkages within a clus-
ter, coupling is reduced by fewer inter-cluster linkages.
2. The Agglomerative Techniques — These are procedures which start with a set of n one-
member clusters and try to reduce the number as dictated by some meaningful criteria.
Typically, agglomerative techniques are measure independent in that they proceed until the
number of clusters is reduced to one (the entire graph). The order in which elements are as-
signed to clusters that will eventually merge into the complete original set is then used to
identify a "reasonable" set of clusters. Variations on these techniques are possible by using
different decomposition criteria (e.g. dissimilarity matrix instead of similarity; various
definitions of node-node distance). The major disadvantage of agglomerative techniques is
that early decisions which categorize (cluster) a node cannot be changed at later stages —
hence an initially poor assignment can never be reconsidered or recovered from. Also, some
measure must be used to describe which of the interim partitionings is the most useful.
3. Static Analyzers - Another class of design decomposition schemes is based on the lin-
guistic expression of a design. The ready availability of a "tangible" form of a design re-
presented by its collection of "source" statements has prompted the development of many
analysis tools analagous to source code analyzers. Most prominent in this activity are the
measurement schemes which result in "complexity scores". These are developed from some
static form of analysis of statements which generally assess:
• keyword occurrences and relationships
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• module linkages, e.g., calling forms, parameter lists, common areas, etc.
• syntactic structures, e.g., assignments, DO's, CASE, etc.
• control structures, e.g., IF , CALL, Branches, etc.
Graph structures are not directly involved in these cases; a total decomposition (where each
node is a cluster) is essentially assumed. Hence static analyzer programs use statistical and
control flow analysis techniques to produce measures of quality, complexity, or structured-
ness.
Most noteworthy in this area is the approach of Myers (10) who develops structure
criteria based on probability measures of dependencies between modules. The probability
measures are developed from applying module strength and coupling measures to design
structures which are easily envisioned in the source code implementation. Even though
heuristically formulated, this approach seems most practical in the determination of a soft-
ware system's sensitivity to change brought about by simple maintenance of fluctuating
requirements.
D. Measurement
The ability to compute a "quality of design" score is fundamental in the scheme for strategy
comparison. Recent research has developed design quality metrics and measures from various
viewpoints. Andreu (1) uses a strength and coupling measure applied to a graph representation
of requirements and their inter-relationships for preliminary design. Myers (10) has developed a
model in terms" of probability measures applied to discrete strength and coupling factors of program
modules which is used to assess the ramifications of making program changes. Schutt, et. al. (3,17)
have applied an information entropy measure to hypergraph representations of computer processes
•and data structures. And, McCabe (8) shows a method for determining quality as a function of
module "structured-ness". Each of these approaches relates in some way to a system
measure.
We feel that the concept of subset strength and coupling (S&C) as used by Myers, Constantine,
'Andreu, et. al. is most appropriate as a quality measurement. The S&C concept assumes that it
is the links which give structure to the entire graph. Consequently a structural evaluation of a
partitioning involves the determination of how tightly coupled (linked) the nodes within a cluster
area, as well as the extent to which two different clusters are related (number of linkages between).
In Figure 1 we listed several explicit ways of producing a "quality of design" score. While
each of these has its own merits, the actual formulation of a quality measure is not as much at issue
as what it means and what we can do with it. For example, the Andreu Strength and Coupling
measure associates "goodness" with both modularity and sensitivity to change, in the sense that
he derives his input from requirements statements and is concerned with the impact of fluctuating
requirements. The Myers S&C measure is probability based using source code relationships as in-
put. The interpretation here is that a programming change in any one module will affect all other
parts with some probability as a function of how strongly the two modules are joined (coupled)
and how isolated the changed module is (strength). The McCabe measure on source code produces
a value of module complexity which characterizes a degree of structured-ness, i.e., how well the
module conforms to precepts of structured programming. This is related to the Schutt, Gileadi,
et. al. approach which deals in information entropy and software work. Using agglomerative
clustering schemes, each node or additional nodes can be associated with a probability of mis-
classification for each existing cluster which can be used to determine some facet of modularity,
organization, design quality, or sensitivity to change — obviously highly interpretive.
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We see then, that with the various measures of design that can be used, each has a different
shade of "quality" associated with it. Ideally, we would like to have a separate measure for each
clearly identifiable software quality characteristic. To achieve this end, much research and experi-
mentation is needed to calibrate and validate specific techniques to insure that the measures pro-
duced accurately reflect the attributes of the design problem.
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APPENDIX
Measurements of a Requirements Expression
1. Completeness — The ultimate goal of this measure is to provide the analyst some means of
determining whether or not more work needs to be done to a requirements expression to make it
usable in determining a design expression, i.e., are the requirements that I presently have avail-
able of sufficient information content that a meaningful design activity can commence? A mea-
sure for completeness was derived by using two MEDL-R constructs and applied to sample "pro-
blem" sets of requirements. The measure is a percentage value which shows the degree to which all
requirements are either RESOLVED in an appropriate manner or DERIVE others. (A greater per-
centage implies more completeness.) Appropriate resolution is determined by checking NATURE
keywords against the type of RESOLUTION; e.g., NATURE: DATA implies that a DATA-
RESOLUTION descriptor should be given
Sample Data:
Version op.n
I — Baseline
II — Baseline
II -A
II -B
100
7
12
15
Derives
11
1
1
Resolved
31
0
0
5
42
14
8
40
The reduction in completeness in Version II-A from its Baseline is due to more requirements being
added to the A revision. In Version II-B, further information was imparted to the requirements set
by providing additional resolution of existing requirements.
2, Consistency Measurement — This measure should provide the analyst a means of determining
the extent to which requirements in a set are isolated from one another. The term "isolation"
means that property of a requirement that determines the extent to which it is bound to the
total requirements set. The consistency measure used represents an average "strength" value,
i.e.ya large value implies a large degree of dependence among requirements. The value is
determined by counting the number of names the requirements have in common.
Sample Data:
Version Pop.n Names
I -Baseline 100 47
II - Baseline 7 4
I I -A 12 7
I I - B 15 9
Strength
.47
.57
.68
.60
93
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3. Complexity Measurement — This measure should provide a means to determine the inherent
complexity of a set of requirements where the term "complexity" is still vague. However, it is
clear that the greater the complexity of a set of requirements, the more difficult those require-
ments are to understand and hence more difficult to verify that they have been satisfied. So
we chose a method that produces a probability that a node in a DERIVES tree is a non-terminal
node. The higher this probability, the more complex the requirements expression.
Sample data:
' Version Pop.n Non-Terms. Probability
I -Baseline 100 27 .73
II-Baseline 7 6 .14
I I - A 12 11 .08
I I - B 15 13 .13
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